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Main Messages
1. We are all migrants
2. Understanding the migration dynamics
3. Irregular migration is not a crime
4. Migrants’ precariousness is “constructed”
5. Democracies can’t “represent” foreigners
6. Most political discourses are irresponsible
7. Migrants have rights
8. Human rights speech has little traction
9. Migrants’ “voice” needs to be heard
10. An emerging framework for Global Migration Governance
11. Europe is missing an opportunity
12. Need to change the mindset
13. Recognising mobility and diversity as assets
14. Solutions for survival migration
15. Banking on mobility and diversity
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We’re all migrants
 In humanity’s DNA: we are a migratory species
 One normal response to economic, political and 

environmental challenges
 Proximity or transcontinental: we move all the time
 Migration is not an anomaly: it’s the rule, settlement 

being the exception
 Migration cannot be stopped:

 Depending on geography
 Only at the cost of mass human rights violations
 Development and democracy differentials will always 

spur migration movements
 Push and pull factors drive migration
 Age of mobility



Understanding the migration dynamics
 Push factors: 

 People need to leave: home is worse than treatment in EU
 Survival migration: refugees / can’t feed their family
 “Economic migrants” is deceptive terminology
 “They don’t need protection” : we all need HR protections.

 Pull factors: 
 Unrecognised labour needs at all skills levels: German 

foundations
 Huge underground labour markets: agriculture, construction, 

hospitality, care, fisheries, extraction…
 Migrants know there are jobs for them in Europe: migrants 

don’t go to places where there are no jobs, no possibility of 
ensuring a future for their kids
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Irregular migration is not a crime
 Violation of administrative regulations

 Not a crime against persons, property or security
 Tendency: criminalisation of irregular migration

 “Securitisation of the public space”
 Overuse of administrative detention
 Criminalisation in the discourse doesn’t imply implementation 

of criminal law, including its guarantees
 Pull factors: 

 States are co-responsible for irregular migration movements
 States co-responsible for deaths at borders (sea, deserts)
 Manderson: From “zero-tolerance” to “harm-reduction” 

policies: Prohibition, “war on drugs”, fight against HIV-Aids



Migrants’ precariousness is “constructed”
 Migrants come because there’s a labour market (underground 

or regular)
 Competitiveness of several economic sectors rests on “cheap 

labour”: agriculture, construction, hospitality, care-giving, 
extraction, fisheries…

 Policies often shape a dangerous employment relationship: 
 Employer can decide of migrant’s life course
 Migrants have little options: they must accept working 

conditions that residents would refuse
 Temporary migrant workers: Kafala, sponsorship
 Irregular migrants employed by “illegal employers”?
 Unionisation is often discouraged
 Exploitation? Trafficking? Slavery?
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Democracies can’t “represent” foreigners

 Migrants don’t vote, rarely protest publicly and complain little
 Migrants fear detection, detention, deportation: going public is 

not an option
 Migrants’ main goal is to survive and send money home: they 

“move on”
 Structural limit of electoral democracies: like the poor in the 

19th C.
 Electoral systems create no incentive for protecting migrants’ 

rights 
 Defending migrants’ rights is seen as political “suicide”
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Irresponsible political discourses
 Absence of political responsibility for what is said about 

migrants (except in the US)
 Anti-immigration discourses have been normalised.
 Nationalist populist discourse based on constructed and 

uncontradicted myths : stereotypes, fantasies, threats…
 Migrants don’t increase: unemployment, crime, illnesses, 

insecurity…
 Always portrayed as “illegal”, never as “worker” or 

“student”…
 “Liquid” language: flows, waves, tides, trickling, streaming, 

swelling, pouring, seeping, pooling, containing…
 Portrayed as anonymous threatening mass: no individuality
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Migrants have rights
 IHRL, Regional HRL and Constitutional Law
 Two rights reserved for citizens
 All other rights are for « everyone »
 Not necessarily a right to same government services
 Right to equality: distinctions must be « justified »
 Expulsion and detention: possible within the human

rights framework
 Labour standards should be the same
 The migrant’s dignity is not different from ours: 

solutions need to be individualised
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Human rights speech has little traction
 As long as migrants won’t vote and participate in the public 

debates, fighting fantasies will be difficult
 See how women fought sexist stereotypes

 J. Haidt, The Righteous Mind
 Criteria moral decision: freedom, fairness, care, authority, loyalty, sanctity
 Division between liberals (first three criteria) et conservatives (all six)
 HR discourse is typically liberal: conservatives are unconcerned
 Dialogue of the deaf between liberals (“they live among us”) and 

conservatives (“they broke the law”)
 We don’t care about people we don’t relate to: invisibility breeds exclusion

 Only the voice of migrants themselves could undo this stalemate: 
 Need to speak up in media, in public debates, ultimately on political stage
 The discussion must become personal: we all know a migrant



Hearing migrants’ “voice”

 Contemporary democracies: Representation + HR + Rule of Law
 HR are best defended by holders: women, Aboriginals, LGBTIs…
 Basic idea: EMPOWERMENT of migrants
 Outside political stage, migrants’ voice must be carried by:

 independent institutions: courts and tribunals, NHRIs, 
 civil society: NGOs, churches, unions, 
 international organisations…
 Public services (labour inspectors, social workers, school directors, 

health care providers, local police…): “Firewalls”
 “All-of-Government” approach
 “Local citizenship”: NYC
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An Emerging Framework for
Global Migration Governance

 No multilateral tradition + Toxic politics + Structural limit
 No commitment, no formal cooperation, “fora”, Schengen, IOM…
 Limited exception: regional economic communities freedom of movement
 15 Regional Consultative Processes (RCPs)
 GFMD: “Good practices and lessons learned”

 “Government-led, informal, non-binding and voluntary process”
 Stockholm 2014: “inclusive social development”

 Reticent (United) Nations:
 OHCHR, UNHCR, ILO, UNICEF, UNWomen, WHO, …: no leadership 

until recently
 ICRMW 90, Cairo 94, SRM mandate 99, CGG 95, ICGM 05…
 SRSG 06, HLD 06, GFMD 07, GMG 07, HLD 2013…

 HLD 2013: Excellent declaration, but no plan of action 
 Need for normative and institutional coherence
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Europe is missing an opportunity
 Prohibiting mobility is part of the problem and not of the solution

 “Fighting the smugglers” is useless
 The smuggling market is created by the barriers to mobility: people 

need to move and mobility services are being offered
 Costs are horrendous and this money could be put to better use

 Externalisation and outsourcing have limits: 
 Incentives are costly: hardware, training, intelligence sharing…
 Only incentive that works is visa facilitation and liberalisation
 Transit countries have little interest in creating an irregular 

migration problem for themselves: TK 
 Massive HR violations result in legitimacy issue: Mexico
 Khartoum/Rabat processes, MMP doomed to fail if not based on real 

development prospects
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Need to change the mindset
 Equating territorial sovereignty with the power to stop 

everyone at the border is a fantasy
 All borders are porous, unless massive human rights violations
 Paradox: in the name of controlling the border, States have lost the 

control of the border
 Territorial sovereignty should be translated into the ability to know 

who crosses the border: for that, migrants should come to the border 
guard, not to the smuggler

 This implies
 States accept that migrants will come and decide to organize this 

mobility rather than resisting it
 States offer the mobility solutions that migrants need and reclaim the 

mobility market from the smugglers
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Recognising mobility and diversity as assets
 European countries need to create the social and political

environment necessary for this change in mindset to work
 Investment in integration: housing, schooling, language courses, access to 

work, support for NGOs, distribution over the territory…
 Access to work is key: paying taxes puts to rest most objections

 A strong public discourse is needed to fight the stereotypes 
carried by nationalist populist movements: 
 migrants are not stealing jobs, not draining social budgets, not bringing 

illnesses, not increasing insecurity and crime, not changing our values…

 Develop a pro-mobility, pro-diversity mainstream political 
discourse, which has been lacking for the past three decades
 Sweden and Germany show the way: principled approaches, pragmatic 

attitudes, focus on integration, change in discourse and terminology…
 German business community was behind the change in attitude: need for 

more labour
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Solutions for survival migration 1
 For refugees: Massive resettlement programmes:

 Priorities (UNHCR): families with children, unaccompanied minors…
 Security checks performed in transit countries
 All refugees are provided with papers and travel is orderly: no chaos
 CSO in destination countries supported and prepared

 With a distribution key, the figures are tiny: 
 3 M over six years for the whole Global North
 D need not take 800.000: 80.000 per year
 “CRISIS”: No capacity crisis, but a political leadership crisis
 We did it for the Hungarian and the Indochinese

 Strong impact:
 Refugees won’t pay huge sums to smugglers and risk the lives of their 

kids if a legal, safe and cheap mobility solution is available in the near 
future: this would reduce considerably the smuggling market

 Orderly response to the fantasies of the nationalist populist discourse
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Solutions for survival migration 2
 For other survival migrants: allow them to come look for work

 Progressively develop visa facilitation and liberalisation regimes with most 
countries of origin

 Create smart visas, with incentives to respect the conditions
 Connect the visa regime with entry/exit control and security checks
 Allow for an open flow back and forth across the border: USA for 

Mexicans, UK for East Europeans

 Key condition: reduce the underground labour markets
 Stronger labour inspections and tougher employer sanctions
 Sanctioning migrants only drives them deeper underground
 Bringing migrants out of clandestinity, giving them a status, allowing them 

to compete on the labour market
 Help migrants pay taxes : fighting the stereotypes
 Applying labour law to all workers, without discrimination
 Not a fantasy: this was the rule in the fifties and sixties
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Banking on mobility and diversity
 Building a better controlled mobility regime would allow for: 

 tapping this extraordinary economic opportunity
 protecting the rights of all

 Doing it over time, even a generation, allows for 
 Developing a mainstream mobility and diversity public discourse
 Experimenting with various mechanisms
 Establishing confidence that this is not a destructive process, but to the 

contrary an enriching opportunity, materially and culturally

 Europe need not renounce its freedom of movement: it should 
expand it

 Europe would then in effect much better control its borders
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